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1.0

Introduction

Despite long sailing distances from present hydrocarbon exploration sites
in the central
Beaufort Sea, the narrow shelf bordering the southwestern coast of Banks Islandhas been
identifiedbytheDepartment
of IndianandNorthern
Affairs Canada WAC) as a
prospective area for gravel deposits. Although O’Connor (1983) indicated that morethan
50,000,000 m3 of gravel may exist at suitable depth for dredging between Cape Lambton
in this arearemainlargely
and Sachs Harbour(Figure l), thegranularresources
unexplored.Between1981and1983,threeseparategeophysicalprogramshavebeen
carried out by the industry to investigate the surficial geology for gravel deposits off the
island coast. The results of two site specific surveys conducted in 198 1 and 1982 at the
mouth of the Mask and Rufus rivers have been reported to Dome Petroleum by Fortin
(1982 and 1984; Figure 1). A detailed evaluation of the regional survey completed in 1983
was prepared by Fortin (1987) on behalf of MAC (A4 NOGAP project; Sub-project A416). The regional survey includessix lines totalling 130km of seismic data (echo sounder,
air gun systems) recorded in water depths
side scansonar,sub-bottom profiler, boomer and
oscillating between 10 and 25 m. The present paper summarizes the findings of the 1983
regional survey. This information was presented with more details in Fortin (1987) who
constructed three synoptic plates showing both on-shore and off-shore geology (Plates I,
I1 and 111; Figure 1).
2.0

On-shore Geology
(Vincent,
1983)

The surficial geology of the coast is dominated by morainal deposits that include three
distinct glacial till sheets; the Bernard,Sachs
the and the Carpentertills (Table 1 and Figure
2). The Bernard Till (Unit 2; Figure 2) covers extensive areas of the western region of
Banks Island and is present north of Sachs Harbour. This deposit is relatively thin (1 -10
matrix. The distributionof the Sachs Till (Unit 12; Figure
m) and comprises a fine-grained
2) has been particularly well established in theSachs Harbour and Masik River areas. The
Sachs Till is thin (1-2 m) and includes a sandy matrix with a high fraction of sediments
coarser than 2 mm. The Carpenter Till (Unit 15; Figure
2) extends along the coast between
Masik River to the south and Middle Lake
to the north. The Carpenter Tillis characterized
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by asandyandrockymatrix,
as well as asignificantproportion of gravelandrock
fragments. Of particular interest is the "young" morphology of the Carpenter Till which
consists of crests oftill and ice contact deposits oriented parallel to the coast and separated
by kettles. The main till properties are summarized in Table
1. In the near shore area,
deposits of borrow materials may originate from erosion and reworkingof these three till
units, as well as from undifferentiated Quaternary deposits(unit 1; Figure 2) that include
stratified sand and gravel depositedby glacial meltwater at the mouthof the Masik River.

"

"

Table 1
Till Properties

Bernard Till
(Unit 2, Figure 2)

34

22.0

16.8

(Unit 12, Figure 2)

Carpenter Till
(Unit 15, Figure 2)

21.3

blackishcolour and fine matrix
Fraction >2 mm: highproportion
of sedimen-taryrocks (carbonates,
sandstonesand chert), small
proportionof igneous rocks
(diabase and gabbros).
Lght colour, sandy matrix and
high fraction >2 mm. Fraction >2
mm: mainly sedimentaryrocks
(carbo-natesand sandstones),
higher proportion
of gabbros than
other tius.
Sandy and rocky matrix. Fraction
>2 m m : high proportionof gravel
and diabaserock fragments.
Granitic rocks within the till.

m:N - Number of samples.
3.0

Discussion on Off-Shore Borrow Prospects

The procedure used to predict the occurrence of aggregate deposits near the seabed is
mainly based on qualitative interpretations of seismic data as only six sediment samples
were taken alongthe survey lines. Forthis reason, the geological inferences propose herein
may not be exact at specific sites since only a detailed seabed sampling program can
codm the presence and extent of borrow deposits.
Given the limitations inherentto the dredging techniques used at the present time and in
as borrow prospects (Table
the foreseeable future, eleven target areas have been identified
2 and Figure 2). Several of the promising sites (high or fair priority) appear to coincide
with off-shore extensions of the Sachs Till or Bernard Till and their associated morainic
system (Sites B, C,E, J and K). These relatively old depositsmay have been reworked at

"

"-

"

"

"

"
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several times in the past which would have resulted in pockets of well sorted materials
lying on a flat seafloor(Figure 3). Another high prioritysite(Site A) mayinclude
glaciofluvial sand and gravel deposited at the mouth of the Masik River. Although gravel
resources are likely associated with the off-shore extension of the Carpenter Till,
this type
of deposits (Site D) has a low potential as a result of its high seabed relief, its young
appearance (little reworking) and the presence of numerous erratics (Figure 4).
Recommendations for follow-up studies (Table
2) are made on a site specific basis in order
to improve our understanding of the geological setting of each individual
borrow prospect
and to determine the extent and quality of the granular deposits. In addition, the portion
of the shelf between Middle Lake andMary Sachs Creek is designated for future regional
investigations.
4.0

Conclusions

Based on the available acoustical data and a very limited amountof bottom samples, one
may conclude that the potential for gravel depositsis important between the mouth ofthe
Masik River and Duck Hawk Bluff (Figure 2). However, the very uneven seafloor relief
in certain areas (Carpenter Till)
and the complexity of stratigraphic conditions encountered
in several places present challenging environmental obstacles
to the safe and efficient
dredging of these granular resources. In addition, development of these patchy deposits
will require accurate horizontal control systems aboard the dredges. The potential for
gravel in the surveyed area offCape Kellett Spit appears to be low because of both the
this area
presence of a fine-to medium-grained (silt and fine sand) surflcial layer covering
n
i
t
s
)for very coarse materials.
and the absence of source deposits (till u
With respect to the complex geology, great diversity of source deposits, poor seismic
coverage and near absenceof ground-truth information, there is an obvious need for both
additional high-resolution seismic reflection and refractiondata. These surveys will serve
to position bottom sediment samples and shallow boreholes
at critical locations in orderto
determine the quality and exact thickness of the granular deposits.

eba

Table 2

-

Summary Table of Off-Shore Borrow Prospects

I

High

gas
might
<use
dimcvlties
during
drilling
Large volume of well sorted materials (Ruvioglacial Shallow
hales
deposits?). Re-worked sand with some gravel.

of deep

I

(1)

I (2) I

-

I

-

I (3)

Fair volumeof patchy materials (sand and gravel).Number oferratks (cobbles and boulders) near seabed may
increase toward theSachs Till outcrops.
Tin (Sachs?) outcrops.

~rratics.

I

Fair

Smallvolume of thin patches of re-worked
materials (sand and gravel) atoptill
a (Sachs?)
surface. Frequent erratics.

1

Low

Frequent outcropsof an old tillsurface (poor sorting, high
compaction, possibly Ice-bearing). Numerous erratics visible
on sonograph. Proxbnityof the coast.

ReGrked materials originating from a young t
i
l
sheet (CarpenterTil?). Westward finingfades
change.

Irregular seafloor. Erratics may be common. Till outcrop
(poor sorting, highcompactbn possibly Ice-bearing).
Proximity to the coast.

Fair

Patches of reworkedsand withSOM fine gravel.
Frequent out-cropsof a finegrained till (Sachs or
Bernard Till?).

Frequent outcropsof a t
i
l surface (poor sorting, high
compaction, possibly ice-bearing). Patchy natureof good
granular materials. Possibb presenceof erratics. Proximity
to the coast.

Low

Thin veneer of re-worked sandwith SOM gravel.
Fining facies change away fromthe s o u m
deposit (finegrainedtill?).

Occurrence of till outcrops that may
indude finegrained
units, highly compacted and
b-bearing sediments.

Low

Thin veneerof re-worked sandwith some gravel
orlglnating from anold till unit (Sachs or Ebmard

(1)

(2)

(3)

nw).

Occurrence of till outcrops
Include
may
that
finegrained
units, highly compactedsoib and ice-bearing sediments.
Marginal volumeof b o r n .

Low

Lag deposit? Submerged coastal feature?

Geologic origin
not

(1)

(2)

-

Fair

Thin veneerof reworkedsand withs o m gravel
originating from an old
till unif (Sachs or Bernard
Till?l.

Frequent outcropsof a finegrainedt
i
l (Sachs or Bernard
Till?) that may include
a variety of lithobgies, highly

(1)

(2)

-

~~

1

'

Notes:
Sample:

Drill:

i

"

"

The recommended future studies should not be conducted simultaneously, but in the order shown. One should proceed with the next step only
results of the previous step@) dictate additional works.
Seabed sampling (grab samplers and corers).
Detailed geophysical program including precision bathymetry, side scan sonar, sub-bottom profiler, uniboom and deep-tow refraction data.
Preparation of a sea floor mosaic h m side scanning imagery.
Seabed photographs and/or video, diving.
Shallow geotechnical drilling.

i

i

i

i

(3)

compactedsoils and b-bearing sedknents.

volume
Large
constraints.
serious
No graveland
of re-worked
sand
originating froma frontal moraine (SachsTill?).

i

well established.
Marginal
potential?

(4)

i

:

I

(3)

if the
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